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DOS/VSE SEMINAR 

At SPCC, batch jobs in Fortran and Cobol 
run in an operating environment called 
DOS. The version of DOS used at SPCC 
is DOS/VSE (Disk Operating System/ 
Virtual Storage Extended). Peter 
Mattson, User Services Specialist at the 
Center, will explain how to access and 
use this operating environment in a talk 
titled: 11 Fortran and Cobol at the St. 
Paul Computer Center: An Introduction to 
DOS 11

• The time and place are: 

Wednesday, March 11 
3:15 P.M. to 4:30 P.M. 

B45, Classroom Office Building 
St. Paul Campus 

Emphasis will be on the use of Fortran 
IV, although DOS supports use of Cobol 
ANS and assembly, as well. 

Handout sheets for DOS are available 
at the Main Office, 33 North Hall, and 
at the Help Desk, 90 Coffey Hall. 
Manuals on the use of Fortran, Cobol, 
and DOS are available at the Main 
Office. 

NEW STAFF 

Robert Boyle has joined our technical 
support staff as a systems software 
programmer trainee. Robert has had 
a breadth of industrial experience with 
computer systems. His responsibility 
will be the support of batch processing 
systems, such as DOS/VSE. For example, 
Robert will be working with Dave Schempp 
in the installation and maintenance of 
new software releases from IBM and other 
vendors. 

SAS HANDOUT 

An improved version of the handout, 
11 How to Access and Use SAS 11

, will be 
available in the Main Office, 33 North 
Hall, and at the Help Desk, 90 Coffey 
Hall. This version, dated February, 1981, 
has a more explicit discussion on the use 
of the data step than the December, 1980, 
handout. 

SAS JOB COST SUMMARY 

A job cost summary for each run of SAS is 
now printed out on the last page of the 
listing for each job. Items included are 
the central processor time, disk and tape 
I/0, cards read, cards punched, and the 
total cost for the job. 

UCS NEWSLETTER 

With this issue of our Newsletter is 
attached the first issue of the UCS 
{University Computer Services) Newsletter. 
Future issues of the SPCC Newsletter will 
contain UCS items that are of general 
interest to the University community. 
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UCS NEWS NOTES 
BY 

MARY BOYD 

With this issue of the SPCC Newsletter, 
we introduce a new section, UCS News 
Notes, whose purpose is description of 
activities within University Computer 
Services (UCS). This section will be 
a regular feature, although it may not 
appear in every issue. UCS News Notes 
is also published by other centers of UCS. 

I have agreed to serve as coordinator of 
UCS News Notes, although in actual 
practice, I will be doing much more than 
coordinating. I will gather interesting 
and useful information, not only from 
the individaul centers, but also from 
computer users inside the University. 
Descriptions of activities at other 
universities which might be of special 
interest will occasionally appear, as 
well. I welcome any suggestions from 
readers of UCS News Notes; call me 
at the University Computer Center, 
Twin Cities Campus. 

The office of University Computer 
Services (UCS) was established in 1968 
to provide for an orderly enhancement 
of the various research, instructional, 
and educational computing systems that 
were developing at the University. UCS 
now has general administrative power 
and budgetary responsibility for the 
University Computer Center (UCC), and 
the centers at Health Sciences, West 
Bank, Duluth, Morris, St. Paul, 
Crookston, and Waseca. 

In the thirteen years since UCS was 
founded, the nature of computing 
services has changed drastically. 
In the early days of computing, a user 
took all necessary information for 
computer processing directly to the 
computer's location-- a centralized 
facility. Today, we can use the 
computer through a network consisting 
of centralized computer systems, many 
remote access devices, and a 
distribution of mini - and 

microcomputers. 

The complexity of such a computing 
network requires that we devise new 
technologies to handle the sharing 
of computing resources, such as the 
flow of information, hardware 
facilities, and software packages. 
In UCS News Notes, we will discuss 
significant developments in the various 
areas of resource sharing -- for both 
centralized systems and microcomputer 
systems. We hope to tell our total 
community of users about important 
program developments, especially in the 
area of microcomputers. 

In UCS News Notes this month, we start 
the flow of information by introducing 
you to the eight computer centers that 
comprise University Computer Services. 
The director of each center has been 
given the opportunity to tell you about 
his center -- it's function and features. 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA CROOKSTON 
COMPUTER SERVICES (UMCCS) 

DON MACGREGOR~ DIRECTOR 

In the fall of 1972, UMCCS began 
providing computer services required by 
the two-year Business Computer Systems 
program and by other academic areas, 
as well. We also provide some 
administrative support in areas unique 
to the Crookston campus. Computing 
services have beenrrlade available to 
community organizations on a short-term 
basis. 

The Computer Center houses an IBM System 
34 and four Apple II microcomputers. 
The user's room has five CRT's for the 
IBM 34, it has a TTY for MERITSS, and it 
is open weekdays from 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. 

The System 34 has 63.9 megabytes of disk 
storage and 128K bytes of main memory. 
The printer operates at 650 lines per 
minute. Work is progressing to establish 
a link to the IBM 4331 at the St. Paul 
Center. 
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COBOL, RPGII, and BASIC languages are 
available on the System 34. When the 
link to the IBM 4331 is completed, 
FORTRAN, SAS, and other compilers and 
packages on that machine will be 
available. We offer BASIC on the Apples. 

The System 34, Apples, and the MERITSS 
terminal are used by the students for 
problem solving. Some small-scale 
simulations are available on the System 
34, while large-scale simulations will 
be possible through the IBM 4331. We 
are investigating word processing for 
teaching and administrative purposes. 

As space becomes available, we will 
establish a computational lab to house 
the CRT terminals, microcomputers, and 
MERITSS terminal. This will consolidate 
our computing capabilities and services. 

WEST BANK COMPUTER CENTER 
TOM R. HOFFMANN, DIRECTOR 

We provide computing access and services 
mainly to the College of Business and 
Social Sciences• students, staff, and 
faculty. We provide batch access to the 
Cyber 74+172 and interactive access to 
MERITSS. Batch access is provided by a 
staffed, high-speed export station in 90 
Blegen Hall, remote job entry 
stations in 167 Social Science Tower, 
and remote job entry stations in the 
basement of Wilson Library, adjacent 
to the Reserve Room. Interactive 
access is provided through instructional 
labs in 140 Blegen Hall, 167 Social 
Science Tower, and the basement of 
Wilson Library. Also provided in the 
Wilson Library are a number of Apple II 
microcomputers. 

We provide consulting help for Cyber 
74+172 users, as well as microcomputer 
users. The consultants are located in 
167B Social Science Tower and have their 
schedule posted on the door. 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA DULUTH 
COMPUTER CENTER 

JOHN SKELTON, DIRECTOR 

We serve the computing services needs 
of the UMD academic community, which 
consists of 7,100 undergraduate 
students~ 250 graduate students, and 
395 faculty. We also serve 
organizations affiliated with UMD, such 
as the Lake Superior Basin Studies 
Center. We operate our own Control Data 
Corporation Cyber 171 System, and we 
also provide access to the Twin Cities 
Campus• Cyber 74+172 and Cyber 170/720 
Systems. We provide and support several 
Terak microprocessor systems, in 
addition to the large scale systems. 
Our User Services Group offers 
consulting services, and it carries out 
educational programs. We also provide 
computing services to federal, state, 
and local governments and to other 
educational institutions in the Duluth 
area. 

UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER 
P. C. PATTON, DIRECTOR 

We provide computing services for 
instruction and research within the 
University community and within the 
Minnesota state government, as well. 

We offer a variety of services for our 
users, including sales, leasing, and 
support of software. We maintain 
and support certain microcomputers, 
and we develop special applications 
programs for both large and small 
computers. 

Computing at the University has 
undergone many changes in it•s short 
history, and we have always made an 
effort to keep up with new user 
requirements. The focus for computing 
applications in the 1950 1 s was the 
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natural sciences, in the 1960's it was 
the social sciences, and in the 1970's 
it has been the humanities. We are a 
national leader in the development of 
humanistic applications of computer 
technology. A report of these 
developments by interested Minnesota 
faculty will be published this spring by 
Lexington Books as "Computing in the 
Humanities". 

In the 1980's, we expect the most 
exciting new application of computing 
technology will involve integration of 
separately developed techniques for 
numerical and statistical analysis, 
simulation, text processing, and 
graphics and image processing. You may 
find this difficult to believe, if you 
have tried to do SPSS analysis on System 
2000 data, but we think that further 
development of systems and application 
technology will accomplish this. 

We also foresee continued rapid growth 
of microcomputer technology and 
continued doubling of performance of 
small computers, in comparison to their 
cost, every two or three years. We do 
not interpret the proliferation of small 
computers as being a threat to large 
scale computing, but we see instead 
the small computers as being potential 
terminals for the large computers. We 
envision a digital communication network 
which allows all cooperating computer 
facilities in the Unversity to 
communicate with one another. 
Eventually, this network will allow any 
user at any terminal to access data 
on any machine and to use it on any 
other machine. A network planning 
committee has been set up by Dr. Frank 
Verbrugge, Director of University 
Computer Services; and it is chaired by 
Dr. John Skelton, Director of the UMD 
Computer Center. The work of this 
committee is to coordinate planning for 
academic computing for the entire 
University. Readers of this column will 
be hearing more about the network 
planning committee work in future 
issues. 

HEALTH SCIENCES 
COMPUTER SERVICE CENTER 
GENE JOHNSON, DIRECTOR 

We provide services which augment and 
enhance clinical services and support 
health-related research and instruction. 
Emphasis is on developing systems which 
involve multiple, remote access points. 
These remote terminals use the same 
files for both clinical protocols and 
for administrative support. 

Systems analysis and application 
programming services are available on 
the new CDC Cyber 172, which was 
operational in November. The 
interactive transaction software 
became available in December. The 
system is available, except for 
maintenance periods, for remote 
interactive and remote batch all day, 
every day. 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
COMPUTER CENTER 

ANDY LOPEZ 

We service the instructional computing 
needs of the campus. In addition, we 
supplement administrative data 
processing functions by locally 
developed ADP applications. We also 
serve several off-campus, non-profit 
organizations. 

We provide batch processing support 
via a remote job entry terminal into 
UCC's CDC Cyber 74, ADPD's IBM 
370/158~ and St. Paul's IBM 4331 
computer. Data entry for batch 
processing is through a Northern Telecom 
Data 100 System for punched cards. 
Interactive services are provided via 
remote access to UCC's interactive 
systems and to MECC's MTS System. All 
accesses are at 30 CPS. In addition, 
the center has a Terak 8510/12 and two 
Apple II microcomputers. 
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The primary users of these computing 
services are students taking programming 
classes. Other uses include statistical 
packages, social sciences simulations, 
and graphics applications. We also have 
CAl lessons in syllabication, plurals, 
mathematics, and ear training. ADP 
applications include several System 2000 
data bases, which are used for ordering 
books for the library, for keeping 
records of student employment, for plant 
services projects, and for billing 
systems. 

Over one-third of all students enrolled 
use our center during any given quarter. 
Approximately one-fourth of the faculty 
give their classes assignments involving 
the computer. 

ST. PAUL COMPUTER CENTER 
DAVE NELSON, DIRECTOR 

The St. Paul Computer Center, located at 
90 Coffey Hall, serves the computing 
needs of the students and faculty of the 
University, with particular emphasis on 
those departments located on the St. Paul 
Campus. The Center is equipped with an 
IBM 4331 computer system. The Center 
provides a complete computing capability, 
but it specializes in software and 
services requiring an IBM environment. 
SAS (Statistical Analysis System) is an 
example of one of the programs offered 
exclusively at the St. Paul Computer 
Center. SAS is a system for retrieving 
and managing data, performing 
statisticla analysis, and writing 
reports. It can be used in a batch or 
interactive mode. 

In the months ahead, the Center plans to 
install a relational data base 
management system. An IBM product 
called Query-By-Example and a newly 
announced product, Structured Query 
Language (SQL), are being considered. 

The Center also operates a large data 
entry section. Using a key-to-disk 
system, the Center provides keypunching 
services to all departments on campus. 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE, WASECA, 

COMPUTER CENTER 
MARV WOLTHUIS 

The primary purpose for the Computer 
Center at the University of Minnesota 
Technical College, Waseca, is to develop 
and encourage use of computing by the 
students, faculty, and administration of 
the college. The Computer Center 
functions as part of the Learning 
Resources administrative unit, which 
provides a variety of support services 
for the library and for printing, 
mailing, audiovisual instruction, and 
other needs of the college. 

Within the Center, there are connections 
via telephone to the UCC system and to 
state-wide interactive systems for: 
1) generating reports, 2) accessing 
decision~aid packages, 3) writing 
computer programs, and 4) general data 
processing. 

The Center currently uses Apple II and 
Terak microcomputers to support smaller 
applications packages and to provide 
direct experience in operating an 
independent computer system. 

Instruction is limited to one course, 
Agricultural Data Processing, which 
provides a general introduction to 
computers, flowcharting, and programming 
related to agriculture. This course is 
taught by faculty in the Agricultural 
Business Division of the College. 

The Center strives to become a facility 
which can provide examples of computer 
applications in agriculture for 
students, faculty, and the agricultural 
community of Minnesota. 
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